Got the Skills?

Get the Recognition for course 1281
Public Safety (Firefighting Supervision)
(Certificate IV)

You don’t need to study what you already know! The skills, knowledge and experience you have gained from your previous learning, work experience and life in general may be taken into account. This is called recognition.

To apply for credit in one or more units you must clearly show that you have the equivalent and relevant skills, knowledge and experience of the unit or group of units.

Complete the relevant unit forms below, include your evidence and attach the Enrolment Adjustment Recognition form. Place this on top of your completed application as a cover sheet.

Keep a copy of all completed forms for your records.

Recognition for Unit of Competency forms

PUACOM006B - Plan & conduct a public awareness program
PUAFIR403B - Assess building plans
PUATEA003B - Lead, manage and develop teams
PUAOPE001B - Supervise response
PUAOPE004B - Conduct briefings/debriefings
PUACOM011B - Develop community awareness networks
PUACOM012B - Liaise with media in the region
PUAEMR001B - Establish context & develop risk evaluation criteria
PUAFIR401B - Obtain incident intelligence
PUAFIR404B - Inspect dangerous goods facilities
PUAFIR405B - Collect/analyse/ provide regulatory info
PUAFIR406B - Develop prescribed burning plans
PUAFIR407B - Conduct prescribed burning
PUAFIR408B - Plan aircraft operations
PUAMAN002B - Administer work group resources
PUAFIR507B - Inspect building fire safety systems
PUAOPE005B - Manage a multi team response
PUAOPE008B - Coordinate resources-within a multi agency emergency response
TAADEL401B - Plan and organise group-based delivery
TAADEL402B - Facilitate group-based learning
TAADEL405B - Co-ordinate & facilitate distance based learning
TAADES402B - Design & develop learning programs
TAATAS401B - Maintain information requirements of training &/or assessment organisations

PUAFIR402B - Supervise specialist response to aviation incidents
PUAFIR409B - Develop air attack strategies
BSXFMI402A - Provide leadership in the workplace
TAAASS301B - Contribute to assessment
TAAASS402C - Assess competence
TAAASS404B - Participate in assessment validation
TAAASS401C - Plan and organise assessment

Can’t find the form you are looking for or need more help? Contact the Recognition Desk